proslavery definition of proslavery at dictionary.com - a U.S. history favoring the continuance of the institution of slavery of blacks or opposed to interference with it. proslavery definition of proslavery by merriam webster - proslavery definition is favoring slavery specifically favoring the continuance of or noninterference with slavery in the southern U.S. before the Civil War how to use proslavery in a sentence. proslavery definition of proslavery by the free dictionary - 5 a parallel literature on proslavery ideology especially in the judiciary 6 details slave owners and southern legal leaders harsh ideas from these previously neglected perspectives jemmott shifts the focus from slavery to the opening decades of freedom and shows the strength of the black family at this time in contrast, proslavery dictionary definition proslavery defined - this creative act bore evident traces of the proslavery sentiments of the congress that passed it in the limitation of the suffrage to whites and the explicit application of the national fugitive slave laws for the last time in a federal statute. proslavery definition and meaning collins english dictionary - a selfie is a photograph that you take of yourself especially using a mobile phone. what does proslavery mean definitions.net - definition of proslavery in the definitions.net dictionary meaning of proslavery what does proslavery mean information and translations of proslavery in the most comprehensive dictionary definitions resource on the web, what is the definition of pro slavery answers.com - proslavery movement was an attempt by southerners to justify and expand slavery in America between the 1830s and 1860